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Preface

I

t was about nine o’clock one evening when I visited Fritz Wirtz in
his real estate office. We had been discussing an upcoming stress
management seminar and as we were leaving, he said, “We hear a
lot of talk today about managing stress. My father taught me a simple
principle of stress management that has served me well over the years.”
“What’s that?” I asked casually.
“Don’t eat the soup as hot as they cook it!” he replied.
He suddenly had my full attention but I hadn’t quite caught the
principle. “Pardon me?” I said.
“Don’t eat the soup as hot as they cook it!” he repeated.
Sensing my interest and being willing to share the insight, my friend
continued. “People can make your life very complex, if you let them.
Strong reactions and high emotions in many circumstances can make
life very challenging. Letting people and circumstances cool off can
be very helpful.
“On the other hand,” he proceeded, “people can deliberately
arrange events to make a situation complex. The soup can get quite
thick and hot. Let it cool off a bit before tackling a solution!” I was
beginning to get it. Don’t eat the soup as hot as they cook it! Here was a
profound stress management insight.
If you were to meet my friend Fritz, you would get the impression
that nothing bothers him. While very busy, he appears very relaxed
and seems to have very little stress. The truth is, he has pressures and
demands on his time and energy that few can appreciate. He has
developed coping skills that allow him to manage his stress effectively.
Not eating the soup as hot as they cook it is a principle he takes very
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seriously and applies to his everyday life. His spiritual experience
and his deep faith in God are also major sources of strength and
relaxation.
Recently, while greeting participants arriving at a stress management seminar, I just happened to pass by the registration table when
a participant recognized Fritz and asked, “What are you doing here?
You never have any stress.”
After the woman had moved into the lecture hall, he whispered to
me, “She thinks I have no stress. If she only knew!” He then shared
with me just one major challenge that he was facing at the time. It
was clear that he knew stress first-hand. Yet the appearance was that
of a person who was relaxed and stress free. He had learned through
years of practice not to eat the soup as hot as they cook it and how to
cool it off.
There are a number of ways to cool the soup before eating it: let it
sit awhile; stir in some crackers or cold milk; blow on it; drop in a
couple of ice cubes; or begin by eating along the edge. Likewise, there
are a number of ways to cool the stress soup in your life and reduce
any negative effects. The intent of this book is to share with the reader
a number of ways to cool your stress soup and, like my friend, be
relaxed, confident and able to grow in our exciting world.
While most readers will need to cool off their soup, a few may
need to heat theirs up. Boredom and/or living below one’s potential
can be as stressful as a super-busy lifestyle. In the following chapters
we will explore the basics of managing today’s stress to help both
personality types.
As you follow the story of a contemporary family learning to deal
with life and change, you will learn effective methods of enjoying and
managing stress. Sit back, relax, learn, and enjoy.
Cameron Johnston
Kelowna, British Columbia
February 2001
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Chapter

1

The Modern Pressure Cooker
Introducing today’s stress soup

B

usiness was unbelievable for Bob Picco. His retail store

was exceeding all projections and the future looked promising,
yet Bob’s personal life was spinning out of control. He was always
busy but he found there was never enough time. He began to
experience frequent headaches and chest pains. He became irritable
with employees and family. His energy levels were low. Lack of sleep
made him chronically tired, and mornings were becoming especially
difficult for him to face.
“Wake up, wake up,” Sue shouted as she shook her husband. Sue
had begun noticing a gradual change in Bob and she was concerned.
“Bob, start moving or you’ll miss your appointment with the mayor!”
“Oh yes, the mayor!” With a groan, Bob realized that a new day
was upon him. But where was his usual energy to attack it? Each day
it seemed to take him longer and longer to get less done.
That morning, with no thought that his overwork and unbalanced
lifestyle might be a contributing factor, Bob stumbled into the
bathroom. Sue mumbled something about no hot water. He heard
only, “Go easy on the hot water.” Suddenly and without warning he
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was completely awake! The coldest water he had felt in years splashed
over his tired body. His brain, now fully alert, recognized that to have
a shower was to have it cold!
The water was cold but, to his pleasant surprise, it was not as cold
as he expected. When finished, Bob was more awake than he had been
in weeks. He was actually feeling good for the first time in months.
Bob related his surprise awakening to Sue over a quick coffee and
cigarette, his usual breakfast.
“Oh,” Sue responded, “that helps explain the article I read in the
doctor’s office the other day. It said a hot and cold shower is an
excellent tonic. Not only will it wake you up, but alternating hot and
cold is a type of vascular gymnastics that improves circulation and
helps the body fight off disease. It actually increases the white blood
count and improves the immune system.”
Sue, now in her late thirties, was beginning to recognize her limited
energy reserves. With a developing interest in health, she had been
doing some extra reading on health issues and had recently registered
for an upcoming wellness seminar. She hoped Bob would come along
but thought it would be like pulling teeth and hadn’t yet mentioned it
to him.
“Wow!” Bob said as he rushed out the door. “You mean that was
good for me? I do feel terrific. Maybe I’ll try a cold shower again
sometime!”
At about nine that evening, Bob was heading for the study as Sue
returned from a parents’ meeting.
“Bob, are you going to do work?”
“Yes, for a couple of hours.”
“No, you are not!” Sue replied. “You are coming to bed with me.
We need to talk!”
Bob had heard that authority in Sue’s voice only a couple of times
during their nearly twenty years of marriage. He knew it was the better
part of wisdom to respond positively. Besides, he had no energy to
protest. Work was over for today. The bed, he knew, would combine
pleasure with a much needed reality check!
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Tragedy On The Sales Team
Next morning, after a leisurely and nutritious breakfast, Bob Picco
dragged himself into the study. He was exhausted and the day was
just beginning. Sue’s talk the night before was still challenging him.
Her three ultimatums, which only a loving wife can give her husband,
were still ringing in his ears!
Sue had made it clear that Bob must slow down and spend more
time with her and the family. Secondly, he had to start taking better
care of his health. Today he was to make a doctor’s appointment for a
complete physical. Finally, he must make some time to attend the
upcoming wellness seminar with her.
Well, let’s take these one at a time, Bob mused. Slow down? That’s
impossible! Doctor’s appointment? I don’t have time. I am a bit tired,
with an occasional chest pain, but at age 40 I’m in the prime of life!
I’ll take a short vacation in a few weeks and all will be fine. Wellness
seminar? Have mercy! he complained to himself. Here Sue has definitely
gone too far!
As Bob developed his counterstrategy, the phone rang. It was his
partner, Jim, and he was not his usual chipper self. “Bob, I’ve got bad
news. Gary is dead. He keeled over this morning just after arriving at
the office. A heart attack, it seems!”
Bob was speechless. His thirty-year-old sales manager dead of a
heart attack! As reality settled in, Bob began to shake uncontrollably.
Gary was the most talented salesperson on the team. Just yesterday,
they were visiting with the mayor, planning a business trip to Asia.
Now Gary was dead—at age 30!
The next few days were a blur, and shortly after the funeral Bob
was in his doctor’s office. As Dr. Moore examined him, Bob mentioned
Gary’s death. “Yes,” the doctor said, “heart attacks are occurring at
younger and younger ages and they are nearly all lifestyle related,
and preventable. In fact,” he continued, “with nearly half of all heart
attacks, the very first symptom is that the person drops dead!” Then
he leaned over and looked directly at Bob and said, “Bob, you are a
prime candidate for a heart attack. You are a heavy smoker. You are
significantly overweight and have high blood pressure. At your age
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and stress levels, eating the typical high-fat, low-fiber diet, combined
with limited physical exercise, you are a heart attack looking for a
place to happen. My advice is for you to make some serious lifestyle
changes immediately. Most risk factors of heart disease can be
reduced, and even if you have advanced heart disease, it is reversible.
Stop smoking, slow down, and learn to manage your stress. Eat a more
natural diet and begin exercising regularly.”
Bob left the doctor’s office in shock. Maybe Sue was right, he
thought. I need to make some significant changes. The question is
how do you teach an old dog new lifestyle tricks? How does a person
change long-established habits—especially on my schedule with all
the time demands of running a modern business? Time is so limited
and I’m too rushed.

The C-Word Hits A Dear Friend
Sue Picco was delighted at the unusual willingness of her husband to
agree to attend the wellness seminar. She was amazed at how fear
can motivate, if only temporarily. Gary’s sudden death and the doctor’s
serious chat, including his strange prescription, were not lost on Bob.
He was actually eating a healthy breakfast and was trying seriously to
cut back on his smoking.
The phone rang as Sue returned from taking the children to school.
“Sweetheart,” Bob said, “do you have some extra time today? Kathy is
scheduled for major surgery first thing tomorrow morning. A biopsy
confirmed fears of breast cancer and it looks serious. She’s in the
hospital now. Jim is with her but maybe a female friend would be helpful.”
“I will make time.” Sue answered in surprise.
“Good! See you at supper,” Bob said as he hung up.
“Kathy with breast cancer! She’s only thirty-five at the most—with
a young family,” Sue exclaimed aloud as she tried to deal with the
terrible news. Jim, Kathy’s husband, and Bob had been business
partners for over ten years. She and Sue had also become good friends
as their children grew up together.
Sue’s visit with Kathy was more difficult than she expected. It was
all so sudden and the doctor had just brought word that even with
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radical surgery, she had only six months to live. It was another case of
late detection with seemingly very little hope.
Bob came home for supper exhausted. With two key men short
in the office, he was stressed to the limit. So much for his stopsmoking and exercise plans. They would definitely have to wait. Over
dinner, health issues dominated the discussion. All four teenage kids
were full of questions. First it was Gary’s sudden death and now
Kathy’s cancer. It was all so threatening. “Dad, are you going to die?”
“Mom, are you going to get sick?” The questions were penetrating
and frightening.
Sue finally admitted, “We really don’t know the answers to all of
your questions but we’re definitely going to find some answers, and
soon. It seems we’re getting some strong signals that we can no longer
take our health for granted.”

The Wellness Seminar
“Welcome to The Wellness Factor, a unique seminar to help you take
charge of your life. My name is Dr. Harvey Morgan. Our goals for this
evening’s session are to encourage you to take personal responsibility
for your health and to help you find any areas where you need to
modify your lifestyle for better performance.”
Bob and Sue Picco were in the front row. It had been only two weeks
since Gary’s death and only a few days since Kathy’s radical
mastectomy. Bob and Sue’s awareness of need and level of motivation
were high.
“Relax!,” the instructor continued. “We want you to enjoy our time
together and begin to think through your current level of wellness. To
begin, let me ask what is wellness? What do you think of when you
hear the word wellness?”
“Energy,” Bob said impulsively, totally forgetting the large
number of people in the room. “Vitality,” someone added. “Joy.”
“Contentment.” “Endurance.” “Sense of accomplishment.” The
answers came quickly from across the auditorium.
“Excellent,” said Dr. Morgan. “Wellness includes much more than
eating well and jogging three times a week. Greg Anderson defines
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wellness as ‘Creating constant personal renewal, where we recognize
and act on the truth that each day is a miraculous gift. Our job is to
untie the ribbons and live life with joy.’ The good news is that you can
choose high-level wellness by taking personal responsibility.”
Bob and Sue became so engrossed in the subject that they were
surprised by the break. “Well,” Bob said, as they left the lecture room
for some fresh air and a smoke, “I knew health was important but I
didn’t realize that I had a choice in ensuring it. The thought of taking
personal responsibility is frightening.”
“For me,” Sue interjected, “it’s that heart disease and cancer—
which account for nearly 75% of all deaths—are lifestyle related, and
mostly preventable!”
“Let’s not be late for the second half,” Bob urged. “We don’t want
to miss anything.” Sue was pleased that her husband was responding
positively to a lecture on health.
The evening flew by. As they drove home, Bob’s mind was racing.
It was always racing. Those who knew him well would say that Bob
was always running flat out. “Could Gary’s death and Kathy’s breast
cancer have been prevented? Is there hope for Kathy?” Bob asked
aloud, as if talking to himself.
“The presenter seemed to be saying a definite yes!” answered Sue.
They both knew the time had come for them to act on a lifestyle
change. The vital question now was where to start?
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The weekend after the wellness seminar, Bob was reviewing the
workbook materials. The personal wellness profile especially grabbed
his attention. His score, in a range from excellent to poor, was poor—
very poor. His list of personal recommendations was extensive, and
included stopping smoking, beginning to exercise, reducing stress,
reducing fat, and eating more fiber. With over twenty serious
recommendations, Bob was motivated, scared, and almost overwhelmed. How could he put together a personal wellness plan
incorporating all these new ideas? Change is common in business,
but these were personal lifestyle changes!
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Sue, whose wellness score was only marginally better, was a little
ahead. She had already taken some planning steps and was just
waiting for Bob to make a move. Bob finally spoke. “This all seems so
overwhelming. I feel like we’re living life totally backwards. I’ve
smoked one to two packs of cigarettes a day for over twenty years. All
the food I enjoy contains either too much fat or sugar—empty calories,
they call it here. Jogging, I tried once and it bores me to tears. The
choice seems to be, live a miserable life or enjoy it and die young.”
“We definitely need to reprogram,” responded Sue. “Are you ready?”
“I’m ready to start, but where?” Bob sounded thoughtful. “It seems
to me we’re looking at a long-term process. We need an effective plan
that works but is also enjoyable.”
“I’ve been studying the personal wellness action plan in our
workbook,” said Sue. “It seems like a place to start. Dr. Morgan really
emphasized the importance of taking action immediately. I’d say now
is the time to place a priority on the lifestyle issues we need to change,
wouldn’t you?”
“You’ve got that right,” Bob replied. “But I think we need some
group motivation—and more information. Did you pick up any of
those flyers on upcoming seminars? I was particularly interested in
the soup one, on managing stress. I could use some help with stress
management!”
Sue looked quickly through the material and found the flyer. She
read the title: “Don’t Eat The Soup As Hot As They Cook It! Yes,” she
said, “this one does look interesting and I believe it covers a number
of practical lifestyle habits that could be very helpful to us. The subtitle
says, A seminar that teaches you how to manage stress effectively in
today’s 24/7 World! It begins in two weeks, on Tuesday nights at the
Y, and runs for five weekly sessions. These topics sound very
interesting,” Sue went on: “How Hot Is The Soup?, Let The Soup Sit,
Thin The Soup, Stir The Soup, Play With The Soup, Make Sure The Soup
Is Nutritious, Beware Of Poison In The Soup, Give Thanks For The Soup,
and Eat The Soup Slowly And Enjoy It! This sounds pretty good. Here’s
a session especially for you, Bob: What If…You Already Ate The Soup
Too Hot? It identifies the stages of burnout in order to avoid or recover
where necessary. The last session is just what we need. Improving
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The Recipe For A Better Soup, which covers developing a personal
action plan.”
“I could definitely use the part on burnout,” Bob said. “I can’t seem
to get my head above water lately. I may have already eaten the soup
too hot!”
“The seminar seems to touch on exercise, nutrition, and a number
of other things that would be very helpful to us,” said Sue.
“Phone first thing Monday morning and sign me up,” said Bob.
“Stress management might be the place for me to start. Are you going
to take the class on low-fat cooking? Maybe I should come with you, if
men are allowed.”
“Take it easy!” exclaimed Sue, quite impressed. Bob was taking this
very seriously and she admired him for that. When Bob decides, he acts,
she reminded herself. “Want me to come with you to the stress seminar?”
she asked. “I could use a few stress management pointers myself.”
“That would be great,” Bob replied. “We’re going to have to do it
together to make this work! I’ll also mention it to Jim and Kathy. They
may be interested. Their stress levels have definitely been high lately.”

All Stressed Out And The Day’s Not Over!
“Mom, it’s dad on the phone. He seems very upset.” As Sue took the
phone, she recognized Bob’s excited voice. “I’m not going to make it
home for dinner. You won’t believe this day and, to top it off, a
delivery truck just backed into my car. I’ll fill you in on the way to
the seminar. Bring me a sandwich and pick me up at the office. I’ll
eat on the road.”
“Okay,” was all Sue could muster. She was barely coping with her
own day and she had completely forgotten about the stress seminar,
which was to begin in two hours. The two weeks since they’d registered
for the seminar had gone by in a flash, with no relief in their hectic
schedules. Sue seriously considered cancelling but Bob was still
determined to go, even with a day like this. This was a change! Yes, we
must go, she decided. Jim had decided not to go as Kathy was not yet
feeling up to it, but they had asked Bob and Sue to share the
information with them.
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Sue’s day had begun with an emergency. Her dad had called just
after breakfast. Her mom had fallen down the stairs and broken a leg.
Other than being a bit shaken up, both were fine, but it took most of
her morning. Arriving back from the hospital, she found the sewer had
backed up, covering the basement floor with a foot of foul-smelling
water. The plumber and cleanup crew had been working all afternoon.
Mid-afternoon, the school phoned. Their youngest daughter,
Corina, was crying on the line. She had fallen during a gymnastic
practice. The injury was not serious, but it meant she would miss the
rest of the season, including the tour which she had been looking
forward to for months. The grief caused by the loss of the trip was
worse than the injury.
As a homemaker, Sue’s days were usually full, but this was unreal!
As she drove to collect Bob, she realized that she hadn’t even had a
chance to look at her to-do list for the day. Yes, my to-do list! How could
I manage without it? she thought. Even if I’m too busy to look at it.
She was in no mood to hear Bob’s tales of woe but she had a good idea
what was coming.
Bob had wound down somewhat by the time Sue picked him up.
His day, hectic as ever, had a few additional challenges. Still without
a sales manager and well into their busy season, today brought a
serious threat of a lawsuit, and one of their best accounts had filed for
bankruptcy protection while owing them a considerable sum. The car
damage seemed only a minor annoyance.
Is this a night for a stress seminar? they were both wondering.
They arrived as the large hall was just filling. They had already
paid. Why not stay for a while?
“We may not be able to stay the whole time,” Sue heard herself
saying to the lady at the registration desk. “It’s been quite a day for
both of us. We’re stressed out,” she added with emphasis.
“That’s okay,” the lady responded. “Relax! The evening won’t be
stressful. You’ll enjoy the presentation. Here’s your workbook, and there
are still a couple of seats near the front.” Sue consciously relaxed for
the first time that day. It really felt good! This may be helpful, she thought.
As Bob and Sue Picco settled into their second row seats, they
looked around and were impressed by the wide cross-section of people.
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The age range was all the way from teenagers to seniors, with a large
number of business and professional people present. They recognized
a number of business associates and acquaintances.
“Welcome to Don’t Eat The Soup As Hot As They Cook It! My name is
Cindy Armstrong. I’ll be your presenter for this seminar. Regardless
of how hot your stress soup has been today, relax. We don’t want this
evening to be stressful. There’s no final exam except for school teachers
who insist that they need one!” A chuckle, mixed with a sense of relief,
rippled across the room.
“I’m sure some of you have had a difficult day,” she continued as
she read from the screen. “Here are a couple of ways you can tell,
early in the morning, if it’s going to be a rotten day:

• You turn on the news and they are showing emergency routes out
of your city.
• You walk to work and find your dress is stuck to the back of your
pantyhose.
• You call your answering service and they tell you it is none of your
business.
• You put your bra on backwards and it fits better.
• Your wife says, “Good morning, Bill” and your name is George.
• Your car horn goes off accidentally and remains stuck as you follow
a group of Hell’s Angels on the freeway.”
The laughter was relaxing. Both Bob and Sue were caught off guard
and enjoyed a much-needed belly laugh.

It Could Kill You!
After a short outline of the evening, the presenter moved right into
her topic. “I have in my hand an interesting book called The Joy of Stress
by Peter Hansen. Yes, you heard correctly. The Joy of Stress! Stress is not
all bad. In fact, life would be very uninteresting without some stress. The
only people experiencing no stress tonight are those in the cemetery!
“Stress is the spice of life. Problems come when our stress levels
are more than our coping skills and reserves can handle. Few people
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have stress levels that are too high all the time, although it does happen
to all of us from time to time. Our biggest challenge with stress is that
most of us have not learned how to manage our regular stress
effectively. Learning and developing these skills is what this seminar
is all about.”
Sue felt glad they had come. This would be good for both of them.
She noticed Bob’s interest, and truly began to relax. As the instructor
directed them to turn to page one in their workbooks, Bob looked over
and winked at Sue and whispered, “After today, I almost didn’t come,
but I’m glad we’re here. We need this.”
As the instructor continued, the video projector went dead.
Everyone watched with interest as she handled the stress of the
moment. Calmly she asked for an assistant to come and solve the
problem. Someone asked, “Is this stressful?” It was obvious that she
had dealt with this public stressor before and had developed the skills
to deal with it effectively.
It took a few minutes to get the equipment up and running again.
Meanwhile, Cindy continued. “What if you eat the stress soup too hot?”
Then she answered her own question. “It could kill you! Eating the
soup too hot accounts for over 70% of all visits to physicians and over
75% of all drug sales. Poorly managed stress in our society is a major
contributor to heart disease, headaches, digestive problems, insomnia
and a number of other serious, chronic ailments. Yes, being hot under
the collar literally burns up your innards.”
The projector returned to full power just as the instructor was
encouraging participants to fill in the blanks in their workbook as they
went along. “The answers will be on the screen,” she said, and then
asked, “What is stress? Stress is the body’s response physically,
mentally and emotionally to any demand made on it. This definition
is adapted from Dr. Hans Selye, the famous stress researcher. Stress,
in effect, is the wear and tear of life on the body, physically, mentally,
and emotionally, caused by living. Our body’s response to stress is often
non-specific. That is, it can be very difficult to determine just how
stress is affecting us. For instance, you may be having a number of
physical or emotional symptoms, like chronic headaches, upset
stomach, sleep difficulties, and boredom, so you go to the doctor. A
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number of tests are done and they find nothing physically wrong. The
doctor then may ask if you are dealing with a lot of stress.”
Bob whispered to Sue, “Maybe stress is the cause of my chronic
tiredness over the last few months. After all, today’s stress was not
that unusual.”
The instructor brought Bob and Sue back to the lecture when she
said, “Now don’t miss this. The amount of stress we experience is not
so much determined by what happens to us as it is by the way we
react to it. Suppose, for instance, that you had a car accident or an
almost accident. The amount of stress you experienced would be in
direct proportion to how you reacted. A relatively calm reaction will
cause less stress than going over to the other driver and yelling at him
for several minutes.”
Bob poked Sue. “How did she know that a truck hit my car today?”
and they both smiled. “My reaction to that crisis was mild compared
to what it might have been,” Bob whispered. That made him feel good.
“Stress,” Cindy repeated for emphasis, “is not so much what
happens to you as your reaction to it! This is very important. How
much stress you experience from an incident or event, whether positive
or negative, is determined by the intensity of your reaction to the event
(the stressor).
“One evening, about two weeks ago,” Cindy illustrated, “I was
driving two hours west of here when a deer suddenly jumped out of
the woods in front of me. Fortunately, I wasn’t going very fast but just
as I hit the brakes, my car struck the deer. It was a traumatic experience
for me and especially for the deer. While the deer did not appear to be
seriously hurt, it certainly had a few sore muscles. With no serious
damage to my car, I travelled on, arrived safely and all was well. For
me, a miss is as good as a mile and I went on my way, simply being
more careful. My heart rate and blood pressure went up significantly
for a little while. That was an automatic reaction that we will discuss
later. But for some people, the stress reaction from such an event would
have been so severe they would have needed to pull over and sit for
twenty minutes to calm down. Then they would have worried for a
week about what might have happened. Such individuals would have
experienced significantly more stress than I did.”
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As Sue listened, she realized that the majority of her stress that
day had been unnecessary. She had overreacted a number of times
and had wasted much energy. She consciously decided that she would
be more cautious in the future.
“There are other factors that determine how much stress you
experience,” the speaker continued. “First, there’s the unique you. We
all relate to stressors differently. What may be a major stressor for me
may be only a minor one for you. A second factor is your coping skills.
Whether a specific stressful event is beneficial or harmful will depend
in large measure on your coping skills. Dr. Peter Hanson says it well in
his book The Joy of Stress.” From the screen the audience read,

Stress can be fantastic. Or it can be fatal. It’s all up to you.
As well as respecting the dangers of stress,
you can learn to harness its benefits.
The instructor continued. “Whether the stress of your life is positive
and productive or negative and unproductive depends on how well
you develop coping skills that work with your uniqueness. This class is
designed to help you with this process and it is vitally important that
you are here for each of the following four sessions. Stress management
is a process. We will always have stress. We need stress. We want stress.
The key is to manage it effectively for optimum benefit.”

Who Or What Heats Up Your Soup?
Cindy continued. “We must take a brief look at some major
contemporary stressors. We all have a number of stressors that have
been with us since there was life on the planet. There are, however, a
few that are unique to present-day life, especially to the last few
decades.
“The first is information and technology overload. We live in the
information age. Information is increasing at such a rate that no one
can keep up! No one can keep abreast of all the new information, even
in small, specialty areas. There was a time, several hundred years ago,
when a well-educated person knew just about all there was to know.
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Not so today! We are forced to learn how to manage information rather
than to master it. This information explosion is a major stressor and it
is helpful to know that everyone is in the same boat and that no one is
keeping up! All this information creates a multitude of new
opportunities and can be very positive, but we need to be aware that
it can also be a major stressor.”
Bob looked at Sue and whispered, “No wonder I can’t help the kids
with their math. This also explains why they’re doing work in junior
high that I didn’t even do in college.”
“Fed by the information and technology explosion is the second
major contemporary stressor: constant rapid change.” The instructor
flashed a new slide on the screen as Bob and Sue refocused on the
lecture. “We are creatures of habit and even with a positive attitude
toward change, it becomes one of our major stressors. It’s especially
true today because the pace of change is so fast and constant. For
example, you finally learn a new computer program and it is, in fact,
saving you much time and energy. Then suddenly, there is a new version
or upgrade that puts your learning curve back to the beginning.”
For a few moments, Sue let her mind wander as she reviewed the
major changes in her life over the last few months. She had never
thought of them as stressors because they were mostly positive
changes—the new house, her decision to quit her job and work parttime with Bob so she could spend more time with the children, her
parents getting older and moving closer. The list went on and on.
“Constant rapid change leads to our third major contemporary
stressor—decisional overload.” Sue tuned in again when she heard
the words decisional overload. “Decisions, decisions, decisions,” Cindy
said with emphasis. “They come constantly and relentlessly and it
seems they are also more complicated as our society becomes more
complex. Someone has estimated that we can be bombarded with up
to one thousand advertising messages in a single day! Of course, we
can deal with only a small number of these but the process creates a
degree of stress.
“A stress buffer that is very helpful with decisional overload is to
take a media fast for at least one day a week and, occasionally, for a
week or two at a time. At least take a break from news or listen very
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selectively to news reports, because one can easily get the sense that
the world is totally out of control when all we are hearing is the bad
news. This is especially important for people who tend to be prone
to anxiety.
“You know you are experiencing decisional overload when
someone innocently says, What are we having for dinner? and your
response is I don’t know and I don’t care. It’s okay with me if we
have Corn Flakes without the milk just so long as I don’t have to
decide! A ripple of understanding laughter spread through the
audience as Bob and Sue looked knowingly at each other.
“Finally, there is the daily hassle factor which has always been with
us, but it seems to be magnified by technology and the speed of life
today. Here are a few daily hassle laws that you may find interesting.”
Cindy put a list up on the screen. The group followed and laughed as
she read them.

• Balance’s Law: How long a minute is depends on which side of the
bathroom door you’re on.
• Bedfellow’s Rule: The one who snores will fall asleep first.
• Kovac’s Conundrum: When you dial a wrong number you never get
a busy signal.
• Fischer’s Finding: Sex is hereditary. If your parents never had it,
chances are you won’t either.
• Gold’s Law: If the shoe fits, it’s ugly.
• Lawrey’s Law: If it jams, force it. If it breaks, it needed replacing
anyway.
• Crane’s Rule: There are three ways to get something done: do it
yourself, hire someone, or forbid your kids to do it.
As the final laughter subsided, Cindy continued. “While constant
change and the fast pace of life is exciting, the result can be serious
overstimulation and imbalance. To get started in your workbook, list
the primary pressure points of your life—the stressors. When finished,
take a few minutes and discuss them with someone sitting near you.
This will take us up to the break, and when we return we’ll find out
just how hot your stress soup is!”
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Who Or What Heats Up My Soup?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Stress Management Principles
• Pinpoint and recognize the main stress producers in your
life and take appropriate action—now!

This is a FREE preview of the first chapter of the book
To order the book for a special online price
go to: www.wellchoices.com/store
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